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About This Game

ElectricVLab employs the technology of video games to explore the fascinating world of electricity and electronics.

ElectricVLab is somewhat similar to a simulation game such as SimCity. In SimCity, one builds a city and views its functioning
based on simulation. In ElectricVLab, you build electric and electronic circuits and view their functioning based on simulation.

ElectricVLab offers a great collection of analog and digital electronic components to build the circuits. It employs 3D graphics,
visual effects, and animations to provide informative, visually rich feedback about the functioning of the circuits. In addition to
regular electronic components, ElectricVLab also contains a variety of fun components such as fireworks, flames, fountains etc.

Altogether, ElectricVLab makes the exploration of electricity and electronics fun, while also being educational.
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Once you enter this game, you are forced to watch an interlude and you are not able to open the menu(you are not even told
about the keyboard settings), change the sound level(they are very noisy on default), man this is 2019, how can a game be made
like that? I just want to change the game into windowed mode and lower the sound then enjoy it!. This game would be great if it
didn't keep hanging. I've tried it several times on two computers, deleting the files and starting over as recommended in the
support section. I get a little farther, then up comes the debug error again and the game won't load. I suspect this is no longer
supported, but they keep taking money for it. It's a shame, because it's a pleasant game with reasonable graphics. I would love to
finish it. Instead, I must steer folks away from it unless they have money to gamble that this won't happen to them. I'm running
on Windows 8 with up-to-date drivers, etc., yada, yada. Good luck if you go for it!. Picked this game up because it looked really
interesting and it was on sale. I'd really like to be able to modify my controls (I don't want to have to start running by dodge
rolling first). The upside of the one hit kill on everything is it can make the boss fights seem interesting, on the other hand,
having to watch a boss tea bag me for a few seconds every time i die and then having to make my way back to the boss fight and
rinse and repeat until i manage to figure out how to kill them doesn't feel satisfying.

I also find it rather annoying that there isn't always a good way of knowing if you are doing the right thing with some bosses,
since it's one hit kills, you have to hope you are doing the right thing and not looking at it the entirely wrong way. In the games
defense, some of the bosses are really obvious, others I'm sitting here going "okay, but how do i do that?" and still others where
I'm sitting here and I think i'm on the right track but I have no way of knowing until i manage to kill the boss. At the end of the
day I want to look up a guide to make sure I'm doing it right but I feel like that just kills the fun for this kind of game. on the
upside, the boss fight music is good for what little i get to hear it.. Has a lot of charm to it, flawless physics, and local hotseat
multiplayer. You can also kill the gardeners. Quite fun.. In lieu of my usual pros and cons, I'm just going to state that if you
enjoy the soundtrack to the main game, you can get this to have access to the files on your computer. Yes, they're on youtube
and elsewhere, and yes, it costs 10 bucks here. But this supports an awesome developer, and pays for better music.

If you have never used Steam's soundtrack sound files before, here is a quick tutorial on how to easily find the files.

1. Right click the game in your library.
2. Click Properties.
3. Click the Local Files tab.
4. Click Browse Local Files.
5. Open the Soundtrack file.

You now have access to all the music from in the game, in FLAC and MP3 format, for use in whatever form you wish. Burn it
to a cd, move your favorite tracks onto your phone, play it on your twitch channel, whatever.

I hope this was helpful!. did you just assume earth is round?
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I really wanted to like this game. I did. But the translation is done so badly it ruins the whole story. If you can enjoy a story
written in broken english then this is the game for you! If not, it's probably best to skip it.. I got this game just for the VR (vive
and track controllers) and it is by far the best fps shooter for the vive (and track controllers) out there atm.

Honestly if this game wasn't Vive and track controller compatible i wouldn't have given it a second look.. Fun and simple game,
yet quite challenging. Fantastic visuals with a great soundtrack. Worth the buy.. Its freaking LUMINES, what the hell did you
ecpect?!. Overall a nice looking and feeling game. With my one hour of experience for being a captain I can say the controls
aren\u2019t hard to learn. I don\u2019t know if $28 is the best price and I\u2019d wait so see if it goes on sale.
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